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ON A COhTJECTURE OF I{. J. GODWI}i
ON CUBIC UNIITS

VEIKKO ENNOLA

1. Introduction

Let K be a totally real cubic number field of discriminant D, Let.E denote the
group of norm-positive units of K, and take

E* : {eQEl two of the conjugates of e have absolute value = l}.
For any number ( in K we define

§(6) : *t«- C)',+(e', - C")',+(€" - E)\,

where (, (', (" are the conjugates of (. We choose a unit ,1€E\{1} for which ,S(,1)

is least, and then another lorntt p€E, not a power of 1, for which ^S(p) is least. By
Lemma I belowwe may assume that,l and F(E+, and in the sequel we shall always
do so. In ([5], p. 321) Godwin made the following conjecture:

(G) If §(e)>9 for every e€\{l}, then ),, p is a fundamental pair of units.

Brunotte and Halter-Koch l2l showed that )t and p generate a subgroup of index
<4 in the group ä. Furthermore, they showed that the index is =3 if S(p)>364.
M.-N. Gras [fl proved that (G) is true if KlQis cyclic. The main result of the present
paper is

Theorem l. If D is sfficiently large, then (G) is true.

From the proof one can compute an explicit upper bound for D in case (G)
is violated. It is therefore conceivable that one could check the remaining cases by
means of the existing tables of cubic fields, and thus solve the problem complete§.

In the classical paper [1] W. E. H. Berwick constructed three units 00,0r, Arin
.E so that the absolute value of the r'th conjugate of 0s is least among all elements
of .E such that the absolute values of the other two conjugates are < 1. Then O;r€E+
(i:0, 1, 2), 060102:1, and any two of the numbers 00, 0r, 0, form a fundamental
pair of units. In Lemma 5 below we shall give a simple alternative characterization
of these units. Our proof of Theorem 1 depends upon a connection between the
pair l, p and the Berwick units. In particular we shall prove
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Theorem 2. If D is sfficiently large and the order of the coniugates of K
has been suitably chosen, then either ).:0i' or ),:0it0r.

For any number ( in K, let

§*(() : ('+ t'' + t"''

Define 1*, p*inthe same way as 1, p but using ,S* instead of S. Cusick [3] conjectured

that 1*, p* is always a fundamental pair of units, and Godwin [6] proved this con-

jecture. We shall give yet another proof of Cusick's conjecture by deriving the

following close relation between the pair )"a, lt* and the Berwick units:

Theorem 3. If the order of the coniugates of K is suitably chosen, then )'*:Q;t
and p*-g-r?! for some non-negatioe integer k.

Additionatnotation. For any number ( in K we write Tt(O:6'tr1'11",
D (0 : (€ - e), (€' - €:), ((' * €),, and M (O :max {l ( l, IC' l, lt' ll.

If g>0, then f:91g1 and f<<g both mean ttlat lf l=cg for some absolute

positive constant C. The symbol - rleäfls asymptotic equalrty for D * -.

2. The auxiliary lemmas

Lemma l. Let (€E+.
(i) We haue S((-L)=S(O with equality only when bt ((, QS:vis-sxe-(513)x- 1

for some integer s>-1.
(n) We haue S*((-1)=S*(O.

Proof. Let f (x):fu(8,Q):x'-sxz+qx-l. Since

f (1)f (- 1) : - (1 - (2)(t - ('2)(t - tn\,

the condition €CE+ is equivalent to f(l)f(-1)=0. Clearly, -f(l)f(-l):
S.((-)-,S.(O, whence (ii) follows. Further,

s((-) - ^§(6; 
: (-s * a)(s + q + 3) : - f (L)f (- t) - s * q,

so that §((-,)=S(O if s=4. For s>q we must have -"f(-1):s+Q*2<0,
and (i) follows easily.

We find from Lemm a I that )., trt, Ä*, tt*€E + save that there is a free choice

between a unit and its reciprocal in the exceptional case. The choice is made so

that )., p€81 also in that case.

Lemma 2. For ary €eä\{l} u,e haue

D *min {å ^s(O', 4M (irtu ( I - M (A-')'} .
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Proof. From the inequality of the arithmetic and geometric means we have

D=D(€)=(2s(O/3)3.

In order to prove the second estimate suppose first that €€E+. Let x andy
denote those conjugates of ( which have absolute value >1. Then D(O:f(x,y)
where

f(x, y) : (x - y)z(x - x-ty-t)z(! - x-ty-t12.

Pr;tt M:M(O. It is a trivial task to investigate the function f(x,y) in the set
(x,y)€R'll=lxl=i14, l=lyl=M} and to check that the maximum value is
4M8(1-M-\2.

Suppose next that 6€E\E+. If, e.g., l|l:M, then l€'l-,:l(t"l=M,
It"l-':lt€'l=M, and it follows from what we have already proved that

D = D(t-l) = 4M6(l- M-6)2,

Lemma 3. If D>5784, then S((9=S(0 for eoery (€E\{1} and euery
integer k>1.

Proof. Lemma 2 implies that M(OB>36 and ^S(f)>.25. From ([5], Lemma 3)
we now have

§((r) = 2. 3-k-1.25r-1§(() = §(6),
as asserted.

Lemma 4. Suppose that t€E* and choose the order of the conjugates of (
so that l("1<1. Then

s(0 : (e, - ((' + c'\(1 + o (MG)-r)).

Proof. For future reference we record here the following obvious inequalities
valid for any real x,y:

(r) *u* {f ,', }f ,}t*'+r')}= x2-xy*yz = }{*'+t1.
Since

S(O : €' + (" + €-' t' -' - €-' - e' -' - €€',

the assertion follows immediately from (1).

Lemma 5. Let Esl E1; e, be units in Ea such that 8se18s:1. If eo, er, e,
generate E, then e;1, e, 1, elt are the Berwick units.

Proof. Since eo,er,er€E* and eoerer:l, itis easy to see that for .i*k the
same conjugates of e, and sk cannot both have absolute value =1. Therefore, we
may choose the notation so that leol=I, leil=1, l{{l=t. We contend that 9o:6;1.
Suppose on the contrary that l0ol<leol-'. Let lo:etel for some integers a,b.
Clearly ab*O. We may assume that å>0, otherwise we write 1o:e|-beib and
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change the order of the conjugates correspondingly. Now a>0 would imply l0(l=1,
and a=0 wouldimply lOol>leol-l, which are bothimpossible.

Lemma 6. Let Irr (e, Q):f a(l-l)x2-lx-l where I is an integer =3, and
take K:Q(e).
(D fhe regulator of the units e, e-l ,s -(ln /)'z.

(ii) We haoe ^9(e):51t-l):§(61/):12+l+1, and S((1fi>12+l+l for any
two distinct t,q({e, e- l, s*/}.
(iii) If e, e- 1 is a fundamental pair of units in K, then e-', (e- l)-t, (e*l)-r are
the Berwick units.

Proof. lt is easy to see that the conjugates of e lie in the following intervals:

(2) -l-r-.u=0, l=e' =l+l-t, -l=e" =-l*l-2,
Moreover, one can verify that -e-E'- I -/-1. Thus

I 
ln lel ln le'l I

I ln le- 1l rn le'- 11 f 
-{tllly'

and (i) follows.
The assertion (ii) can be proved by a trivial direct computation. To prove (iii)

we note that e(e-l)(e+/):l, and that e, e-l,e*l(E+, by (2). The result then
follows from Lemma 5.

Lemma 7. Let lrr(e,Q):vt-75v2-(k!3)x-1, where k isapositiue integero

and take K:QG). Then KIQ is cyclic.
(i) The regulator of the units e, E' is -(ln fr12.

(ii) We haue S(e):,S(e'):51t'1:k2+3k*9, and S((14)>k2+3k+9 for any two
distinct 4, q€{e, E', E"}.

(iii) If e, E' is afundamental pair of units in K, then 6-1, s'-7, e"-L are the Berwick
units.

Proof. Since the discriminant of kr(e,Q) is (k2+3k*9)r, KIQ is cyclic.
The conjugates of e lie in the intervals

-k-L = I < 0, -l-k-r ={ < -1, k+l = s't <. k*l+2k-1.

Otherwise the argument is similar to that used in the proof of the previous lemma.

Lemma 8. Let br (e, Q) he one of the polynomial,r

fr(x): x3-kx'+(k- l)x- l,

-fr(x): xB-kxz+(k+ l)x- l.
fr(x): xs-kx2-(k+ l)x- l,
fo@) : xs - kxz - (k + 3)x - l,
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where k is an integer. Suppose that the regulator of K:Q@) ;, -(ln lkl)z. Then,

for sfficiently large lkl, we haue S(€ld>.S(0;i):5(0i'):S(e;) fo, any two
distinct 4, q€{10o,0r, 0r}.

Proof. Pttt f (x):hr(e,Q). We may assume thatlkl is large enough.

First, let f(x):fr(x). If ft=0, we get ,f(x):f+(l-l)x2-lx-1 where
l:-k+1. It follows from the assumption about the regulator of K and Lemma 6
(i) that e,e-l is a fundamental pair of units for large lftl. The result now follows
from Lemma 6 (iii) and (ii).If /<>0, we have Irr (el@-l), Q):§+(t-l)x2-lx-l
where /:k- 4, and get the same conclusion.

In the next two cases the argument is similar. We have Trr (ö, Q) : p * (/- 1) x, -
/x- I for a suitable ä€K and large positive integer i as follows

f(x):fz(x), k<0: ä- t-r, t - -k;
f(x) :.fz@), k > 0: ä : (1-e)-t, I - k-3;

f(x):fr(x), k- 0: ö-s+l, I - -k-2;
f(x)-f,(x),k>A: ,å-r-L+1, I: k-1.

Suppose finally that f (x):fi(x). Again the argument is the same but relies
upon Lemma 7 instead of Lemma 6.lf k=0 we take Irr(e-1, Q):f t(k*3)x2+
/cx- I which can be written in the required form on replacing k+3 by -k.

Lemma9. Let 4(E+, l(l-1, andsupposethat ( isnotapowerof 0o. Then

€:0i'4 where a and b are positiue integers and i:l or 2.

Proof. Since 00,0, is a fundamental pair of units, we can write 6:90-'01 for
some integers a,b. By assumption, b*0. We may suppose that å=0, otherwise
we pass to the expression C:O;o-b|;b. If now a<0, we would have l€"1:
l%l-'llilb -1, which is impossible since (€.6*.

3. Proof of Theorem 2

It follows from Lemma 3 that, for large D, 2 cannot be a nontrivial power in,E
Therefore, Theorem 2 is an immediate consequence of the following

Lemma I0. Let € be as in Lemma 9 with i:1.
(i) f/ .S(O=^S(0;') and D is sfficiently large, then a:1.
(ii) If ,S(O=§(011) and D is sfficiently large, then b:1.
(iii) If the assumptions (i) and (ii) both hold, then we also haue 0'o-r <<l and 0y1<<1.

Proof. Write x:06-', y:l'd-t, u:|t', u:{i-'. Then lxl, lyl, lul, lol are
all >1.
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(i) We suppose that ^S(O<,S(011) and that (:Qlagl where a>2 and b>0.
Since (€E* we must have lyl'>lulD. Put

iVI : min{M(0;r), M(ql
: rrfui {max {lxl, l.yl}, max {lxl' luolb, I 

yl' lul-o}|.

From Lemma 4 and the assumption ,S(O=,S(011) we obtain

(3) xzauPbDzb -xsyoub +yzot)-'u = (*' -*y+/)(1 +O(M-\.

From (3) and (1) we further infer

(lxl' + lyl)lulu << lxylo lulb = + (x2'uet uzb l yzd u-'u) .. *' + y'.

Therefore, a-2,tl<<1, and x2y2<<x2+y'. ForlargeD wethushave (cf. Lemma2)

Y'=lulb:M(o;L)b.

Hence lyl becomes arbitrarily large so that x<<1. Since M=lyl, the right-hand

side of (3) is y'z(l +O(M-t)). On dividing by xzyzlulb and denoting q:xzy-?lulbazb

we obtain from (3)

q + q-L - sgn (zD) = x-' lul'u (l + o (M-\)

This is clearly possible only if aD=O. Thus

(4) (q-r)'q-'+l-x-zu-b: o(M-'),
which further imPlies

g: l+O(M-trz1, x : t 1+O(M-t), ub : L+O(M-\, obly: Xl*O(M-rtz1.

In particular, M -lyl- lulD. These results imply the more accurate estimate

x2 - x7, -y yz : y'(1 + y-r + O (y-2)),

which in turn allows us to replace (4) by an inequality with dght-hand side

lyl'L+o(y-2). It now follows that x:e*61y, wherc e:tl and löl=ll2+
O(lyl-'). Hence

Tr (0) - e Tr(00-1) : xy + x-L + y-' - e(x-' y-L + x + y)

: 3+e-l+O(lyl-L): e-l
if D is large enough. Put ft:Tr(0,). Then

(5) rrr(96, q:{::-_xi!l;;},._, 

"" 

:= _"'

This is impossible because both these polynomials are reducible over Q.
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(ii) We suppose that §(O=S(0;) and that €:0;'4. where a and b arc
positive. From Lemma 4 and (1) we have

(6) xzallPb ozb < u2 + u,

which clearly implies å:1.
(iii) In this case o:b:l, i.e. E:0i'0u and it follows immediately from

(6) that x-0'o-L<<1. It also follows from (6) that either lul or lol is bounded. Sup-
pose that, contrary to the assertion, u:O(l). Denote

M : minlM(0;r), M(?lr), M(0|.

Then, for large D, M:min {lyl, lrrl}. From Lemma 4 we obtain

(xztlu2 - xyu+yra-r)r(t + o(M-r)) = ,S(g;r),s(0r-1).

Since §(0;):yz1l+O(M-L)) and §(91):4211 +O(M-», we get from this
inequality on dividing by xzyzua that

(p*p-'- l)'?= x-'z(l +o(M-t)),

where p:lsuazly. Clearly p>0. Writing the result in the form

(7) (l+p-r)(p-t)2+t-x-z: o(M-L)
we can conclude that

p: l+o(M-rtr), x: t 1+o(M-L), ugly: *l+o1tW-trz1.

From §(fl=S(0;) we infer on dividing by a2

xz a2 (l - p-L + p-21 = I + O (M-t)

so thar u:tl +O(M-rt\ and ufy:Xt+O1tt-rrz1. Hence M-lyl-lul. We
now get for the expression (7) the following more accurate estimate:

*-' ((t - x lD\ - u I u) - t) + O (y -'z) = Iyl -, + lrl -, + o (lyl-stz)
: 2lyl-L * o(lyl-'t'),

which leads to x:e*öfy, where e: *l and läl=l +o(yl-uz). As in (i) above
we can conclude that

Tr(00)- eTr(O;L)E{e-2, e* l, e}.

Therefore, Irr (00, Q) must be one of the four polynomials l(x) in Lemma 8 be-
cause the two polynomials in (5) cannot occur. Since 00, 0, is a fundamental pair
ofunits, the regulator ofKis

I ln lxvl -ln lxl I

l-t i'i 
' 

,n'ltutoll-(ln lrl)'z-(ln lrr(00)l)"

and Lemma 8 leads to a contradiction for large D.
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4. Proof of Theorem 1

Assuming that D is sufficiently large we know that ),:1iL or 0110, if the
notation is suitably chosen. We also know from Lemma 3 that,u cannot be a non-
trivial power in E

Consider first the possibility ),:0i'. We may assume that pr-l is not one of
the Berwick units because otherwise (G) is true. By Lemma 9, p:0ro0] where
i,j€{0,1,2}, i*j, and a and å are positive integers. If i:0 then å:1 for large
enough D, by Lemma 10. Hence (G) is true. The same conclusion follows if 7:9.
In the remaining case we may assume, e.g., that i:1, j:2. From Lemma 10,

e:b:l, i.e. p:01'0r. In this case (G) would be violated, but we shall deduce
a contradiction.

Write u:01t, u:0'!-1, s:li', t:\L-'. Then lzl, lul, lsl, lrl are all >1. By
Lemma 10 (iii), we have u<<1, t<<1. Take

M : minlM(0;,), M(flrr), M(0;r), M(tD|,

so thatM:min {lzl, lsl}if D is sufficiently large. Since ,S(00-1)<min {§(0;'), S(0;)},
we obtain from Lemma 4

(u2 oz t - 2 - us + sz tz u- 2)z (t + O (M - r)) = s(0;1)s(0;1).

On substituting ^S(011;:4211 +O(M-t)) and ,S(0;1;:5211 +O(M-t)) in this
inequality and dividing by u2s2 we get

(q*q-' - l)'= 1+O(M-11,

where q:yuzs-Lt-z. As before, it follows that q:l+O1lt-rtz1, and therefore

ufs: tzfaz+O(M-u\<<1.

From the condition §(p)=§(0;t) we now find that

(8) u2t2-s-Lat(uls)+s-2(u2ls')= l+O(M-\,
i.e. a2t2 =l + O 1ru-t7. Hence

u : tl+O(M-r), t : tl+O(M-\, ufs : l*O(M-rrz1,

so that M-lul-lsl. We can now rewrite (8) in the more accurate form

o2r2- lrl-1 * O(lsl-srz1 = 1 + lsl-1 + O(s-).

It follows that t:e*ö/s, where e:ll and läl<1+O(lsl-u';, which leads to
the same contradiction as at the end of the proof of Lemma 10.

Suppose next that )":liLil. Write x:0ä-L, !:l'd-L, u:|rt, u:q'l-L. From
Lemma 10 (iii) we have x<<1, er<<l. Put

M : min {M(0;'), M(?r,), M(0;,), M(})}.
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Obviously, for large D, M:min {lyl, lul}. Let p:QlQf for some integerc a,b.
Since p is not a power of ,1., we must have a+b*O. We can also assume that
a+b*tl, because otherwise (G) is true. Itthenfollows that ab*O, byLemma
3. We cannot have ab=O, because in that case Lemma 10 would imply that p:)
or i,- t if D is large enough.

Suppose first that a>0, b=A. The condition .S(p)=.§(01 1) gives, by (1),

u2, u-Za uzb t)zb << n2.*2a r\a L,t-zb .<

On multiplying these inequalities and taking into account that lyl>lul because

),eE+, we obtain t)2(a+b)<<u4. Thus a:å:1, i.e. p:Q;l. From S(p):§(O;t)=
S(0i') we then find

x2y2u-2 - yu * x-z tf uz < t:'z(l + o (M-1)).

It is easy to see that yu must be positive. On dividing by yu we can write the above
inequality in the form

p+p-t-l-ulyo.M-',

where p:xzys-zp-t. Since 0=u/-y< 1, we can apply the same argument as before
and deduce that

ylu: Xl+O(M-L), p: l+O(M-ttz1, xfu: al+O1tW-rrz\.

Now §(,1)=S(0;) implies

xz uz nz s ,'(l + O (M-')),(e)

(10)

whence x:tl+O(A-1 and u:*l+O1A-1. Apptying (9) in a more accu-
rate form and arguing as before we again conclude that Irr (00,Q) is one of the
four polynomials in Lemma 8 which is impossible.

Suppose finally that a-<0, å=0. In this case

v4 = y-24u-,ä <<,S(p) = ,5(011) << u2,

which is absurd. This completes the proof of Theorem l.

5. Proof of Theorem 3

We may assume the order of the conjugates of K to be chosen so that ll*l= I.
Pat p:t!., q:t|', x:|'o-', y:%-'. Thenp, e, x, ! are =1, and we have

§* (00 A*) : p-L q-L xy + pT-1 * qy*'.

Suppose that, contrary to the assertion, 0$"**1, and let -f (x,y) denote the right-
hand side of ('1.) ,, 

T:-il::;ä ::i',,")i,,",i2;;:**'u' 
xv*pq Put
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and consider the function f (x,y) for fixed p, q h the set l. It is an elementary

task to verify that f (*,y) attains its maximum in ,4 only at the point (x, y):(1, l).
Therefore,

§*(0oX*) - f(1, 1) :,S*(,1*),

which contradicts the definition of ,1*.

We have thus proved thal ),*:0;1. Consider now p*. We cannot have lp*l = 1,

because otherwise the above argument would lead to the contradiction §*(06p)<
S*(p*). Interchanging the second and third conjugate if need be we assume that

lpl*l=|. lf |rp* is not a power of 00, the same argument would give ,S*(Orp*)<

S*(p*), contrary to the deflnition of U*. Hence pi,:1LLeX. By the definition of
0r,lpa*l=,,0'rl-t, i.e. l0ilk=t. Thus k>0, and the proof is complete.
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